Internship - Scalable Time Series Analysis
Level: Masters or Engineer level (specialized in computer science/sta s cs/applied mathema cs)
Supervisors: Florent Forest (forest@lipn.univ-paris3.fr), Hanane Azzag (hanane.azzag@lipn.univ-paris13.fr),
Mustapha Lebbah (mustapha.lebbah@lipn.univ-paris13.fr)
Loca on: Université Paris 13, LIPN - UMR 7030 - CNRS
Dura on: 5 or 6 months, star ng March/April 2019 (ﬂexible)

Context
Most real-world data has a temporal component, whether it is measurements of natural processes (weather,
sound waves) or man-made (sensors, medical data, stock market). Analysis of me series data has been the
subject of ac ve research for decades and is considered as one of the top 10 challenging problems in data
mining due to its unique proper es. Unsupervised machine learning on me series has gained interest recently,
but is s ll a research ﬁeld, especially concerning mul variate me series. At the same me, new so ware
technologies allow to process huge volumes of data (Big Data), and many of them are open-source. We propose
to study the interface between these two research ﬁelds: large-scale analysis of mul variate me series data
using unsupervised learning (clustering in par cular).
The skills acquired during this internship will be extremely valuable for working both in research or in industry.

Subject
The internship will consist in 3 phases:
1. Study the current state-of-the-art on me series analysis, with a focus on unsupervised learning, clustering
and visualiza on. Important topics are: distance/similarity measures; dimensionality reduc on techniques;
tradi onal mathema cal techniques; supervised and unsupervised ML approaches for classiﬁca on,
regression, clustering and/or representa on learning; deep learning approaches; etc.
2. Review the current state-of-the-art so ware tools and architectures for large-scale me series analysis.
This includes: useful so ware packages and libraries to build, train, deploy models on me series data; data
visualiza on tools; large-scale storage and databases. These tools should preferably be compa ble with the
distributed Hadoop ecosystem.
3. Based on the previous studies, implement one or several algorithms or tools that do not exist yet. Preferred
languge is Scala, but Python can also be used. The results of the internship may lead to contribu ons to
open-source, or even a scien ﬁc publica on, depending on the intern’s skills and mo va on.
Example projects:
Implement me series distances in the C4E project (Scala and Spark) such as DTW (Dynamic Time
Warping), Complexity-Invariant Distance (CID), Shape-Based Distance (SBD)…
Design and implement a distributed version of the k -shape clustering algorithm based on Spark.
Develop an applica on for eﬃcient me series visualiza on.

Required skills
Solid mathema cal background (Bs/Ms), in par cular applied mathema cs and signal processing.

CS background: algorithms, complexity theory.
Good impera ve and object-oriented programming skills. Func onal programming would be a plus.
Proﬁciency in at least one mul -purpose language, including (but not limited to): Scala (preferred), Java,
Python, C++, Go…
Knowledge of one or more of the following technologies: Apache Spark (preferred); Hadoop; SQL/NoSQL
databases; version control (git); docker. Scien ﬁc compu ng and ML libraries: Python (numpy, pandas,
scikit-learn…), Scala (breeze, smile…), deep learning frameworks (TensorFlow, (Py)Torch, MXNet, DL4J…).
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Contact and other informa on
To apply, please send a resume and transcripts of your last two years to forest@lipn.univ-paris13.fr.
This is a paid internship: 577.50€/month.

